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Our S tory
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 JB Star is about passion, dedication and striving for excellence. The 
history of JB Star began in 1946 when Rafael’s father became one of the 
largest manufacturers of loose diamonds in Israel. With over 60 years of 
experience, Rafael’s father’s traditions poured into the heart and soul of 
Rafael. The passion for creating romance and creating dreams began in 
1979 when JB Star was founded.

Every JB Star creation is hand made using only platinum, 18kt yellow and 
pink gold. The quality of the stones is another aspect where JB Star will not 
compromise.

“Beautifully crafted jewelry is forever. It is a gift that will be handed down 
from one generation to another.” Experience the pleasure of wearing the 
most unique creations designed for the most symbolic moments of love. JB 
Star … Cherished for Life.

JB Star Jewelry…proudly designed and manufactured one piece at a time 
in the USA.



3610-003 | Fancy Yellow Diamond Bracelet      0512-052 | Fancy Yellow Diamond Pendant    

5597-006 | Twogether Fancy Yellow Diamond Ring
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Diamonds are forever. . .

Beautiful fancy yellow diamond 

engagement ring featuring a 3.70 

ct. GIA certified fancy light yellow 

radiant-cut diamond center embraced 

by tapered baguette diamonds in a 

micro pave setting. Handcrafted in 

pure platinum and 18KY gold. 

5227-018
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 forever. . .

Beautiful
 Everlasting . . .
&

4912-113 | Diamond Engagement Ring (left)
4675-163 | Diamond Engagement Ring (right)

0283-014 | Fancy Yellow Diamond Engagement Ring (left)
5817-001 | Fancy Yellow Diamond Engagement Ring (right)
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S tunning . . .
 Precious 

&

5709-001 | Floral Diamond Engagement Ring (middle)

7264-030 | Diamond Engagement Ring (right)

5697-004 |  Twogether Fancy Yellow Diamond Ring (right)

5250-072 | Diamond Engagement Ring (right)

5108-003 |  Diamond Eternity Band (left)
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S tunning . . .
Beautiful diamond featuring a 

4.02 ct. certified shimmering 

oval cut diamond embraced by 

epaulet diamonds. Handcrafted 

in pure platinum.

0283-017

 from the Earth. . .
Real. Rare. 
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Simply sophisticated. . .

Beautiful diamond wedding band featuring 

marquise and tapered baguette diamonds in a 

gorgeous center channel design, surrounded by 

micro pave. Handcrafted in pure platinum.

1937-028
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Elegant
 Classic . . .

&

0158-001 | 18K Pink Gold Diamond Eternity Band (left)

5309-005 | Diamond Wedding Band (left)

5840-001 | Fancy Yellow Diamond Wedding Band (right)

2362-014 | Diamond Wedding Band (right)
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Priceless
 Gorgeous . . .
&

5857-001 | Diamond Wedding Band (left)
5674-008 | 3 R0w Diamond Wedding Band (right)

5731-001 | 3 Row Diamond Wedding Band (left)
5799-001 | Diamond Wedding Band (right)
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 Gorgeous . . .

Always precise. . .

Dazzling diamond wedding band featuring 5 emerald-cut 

diamonds in a center row with 2 rows of oval diamonds in a 

shared prong setting. Handcrafted in pure platinum.

5305-001
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Magnificent sapphire and diamond ring 

featuring a 8.45 ct. certified Sri Lankan emerald-

cut sapphire embraced by two matching 

diamonds. Handcrafted in pure platinum.

for lifeCherished

0283-011

Gorgeous sapphire and diamond eternity band 

featuring emerald-cut sapphires and round 

diamonds alternating in a shared prong setting. 

Handcrafted in pure platinum.

5733-001
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3682-001 | Sapphire and Diamond Bracelet
6093-011 | Sapphire and Diamond Drop Earrings
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Truly timeless. . .

Spectacular paraiba and diamond 

ring featuring a 16.98 ct. certified 

cushion-cut paraiba embraced 

by trapezoid and kite diamonds 

in a gorgeous micro pave setting. 

Handcrafted in pure platinum.

7007-107
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 timeless. . .

Bright
 Gorgeous . . .

&

1081-002 | Emerald & Diamond Ring (left)
0283-012 | Pink Sapphire & Diamond Ring (right)

4912-107 | Ruby & Diamond Ring (left)
2279-001 | Purple Sapphire & Diamond Ring (right)
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Extraordinary
 Rare  

&

5635-003 | Twogether Emerald & Diamond Ring (right)

5417-013 |  Emerald & Diamond Wedding Band (left)
1006-001 |  Sapphire & Diamond Ring (right)

4664-260 | Sapphire & Diamond Ring (middle)
2310-020 |  Ruby & Diamond Wedding Band (left)
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Extraordinary
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3014-109

Care. . .

Crafted with

Magnificent ruby and diamond 

ring features a stunning 11.80 

ct Burmese ruby cushion 

center encircled with round 

diamonds and pave on the shank. 

Handcrafted in platinum.



Always eye catching. . .

Stunning emerald and diamond ring features 

an exquisite 7.38 ct. certified emerald-cut 

emerald center, enhanced by emerald-cut 

diamonds on the shank and set in micro 

pave. Handcrafted in pure platinum.

7341-013
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 eye catching. . .

Exquisite
 Flawless . . .
&

0283-013 | Ruby & Diamond Ring (left)
7301-003 | Emerald & Diamond Ring (right)

5393-005 | Sapphire & Diamond Wedding Band (left)
2347-034 | Sapphire & Diamond Ring (right)
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Stunning pink sapphire and 

diamond pendant featuring a 

2.47 ct. round pink sapphire 

encircled by round diamonds. 

Handcrafted in pure platinum.

craftedExceptionally

0129-003
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crafted

1067-005 | Pink Sapphire and Diamond Bracelet
5636-015 | Twogether Pink Sapphire and Diamond Ring
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2366-011 | Fancy Yellow Diamond Pendant (left)

7313-018 | Diamond Pendant (right)

5781-001 | Sapphire & Diamond Necklace (bottom)
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Stunning diamond pendant 

featuring a 2.03 ct. GIA 

certified emerald-cut diamond 

center encircled by round and 

oval diamonds. Handcrafted in 

pure platinum.

1647-006

Natural
&

Exquisite
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Pure luxury. . .

Dazzling diamond bracelet featuring pear-shaped 

and round diamonds in a beautiful floral design. 

Handcrafted in pure platinum.

3672-001
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 luxury. . .
A labor of Love . . .

1967-005 | 18KY Gold Diamond Bangle (top)

3685-001 | Paraiba & Diamond Bracelet (bottom)
24
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Simple perfection. . .

Dazzling diamond 

bracelet featuring 

pear-shaped and round 

diamonds in a beautiful 

floral like design. 

Handcrafted in a shared 

prong platinum setting. 

5818-001
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 perfection. . .

3678-001 | Floral Diamond Bracelet (Top)

3676-001 | Floral Paraiba & Diamond Bracelet (Bottom)

S tunningAlways



2745-053 | Fancy Yellow Diamond Stud Earrings (top middle)
1199-072 | Paraiba & Diamond Drop Earrings (top left)

1647-003 |  Diamond Stud Earring (bottom right)

2097-002 | 18KY Gold Diamond Hoop Earrings (top right)

 Breathtaking. . . 
 Pure
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5792-001 | Floral Diamond Stud Earrings (bottom left)



Magnificent diamond 

chandelier earrings 

featuring pear-shaped, 

marquise and round 

diamonds. Handcrafted 

in pure platinum.

5659-001

 Precision. . .

Passion for
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Dazzling fancy yellow diamond 

bracelet featuring 11 GIA certified 

radiant-cut fancy yellow diamonds 

linked together by radiant cut and 

round diamonds. Handcrafted in 

pure platinum and 18KY gold. 

Product Summary
(In order of shown)

3610-003

Stunning Twogether ring featuring 

a GIA certified fancy light yellow 

radiant-cut diamond and white 

radiant-cut diamond embracing each 

other with East to West emerald-

cut diamonds. Handcrafted in pure 

platinum.

5597-006

Beautiful fancy yellow diamond 

pendant featuring a 1.80 ct. GIA 

certified pear-shaped fancy yellow 

diamond center encircled by 

marquise diamonds and hung by 

a round diamond. Handcrafted in 

platinum and 18KY gold.

0512-052

Beautiful fancy yellow diamond 

engagement ring featuring a 

3.70 ct. GIA certified fancy light 

yellow radiant-cut diamond 

center embraced by tapered 

baguette diamonds in a micro 

pave setting. Handcrafted in pure 

platinum and 18KY gold. 

5227-018

Page 4
Stunning diamond ring 

featuring an exquisite 10.02 ct. 

cushion-cut diamond center 

with perfectly matched half 

moon and shield diamonds on 

the shank. Handcrafted in pure 

platinum.

4912-113

Gorgeous diamond engagement 

ring featuring a 3.71 ct. GIA 

certified emerald-cut diamond 

center embraced by 2 trapezoid 

diamonds. Handcrafted in pure 

platinum.

4675-163

Page 2 Page 3
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Stunning fancy yellow diamond 

featuring a 4.01 ct. certified 

shimmering radiant-cut fancy 

yellow diamond embraced by 

epaulet diamonds. Handcrafted 

in pure platinum.

0283-014

Spectacular fancy yellow 

diamond ring featuring a 3.05 

ct. GIA certified radiant-cut 

fancy yellow diamond center 

embraced by 2 certified radiant-

cut fancy yellow diamonds in a 

prong setting. Handcrafted in 

platinum and 18KY gold.

5817-001

Gorgeous diamond engagement 

ring featuring a 2.19 ct. 

GIA certified pear-shaped 

diamond center embraced by 

two additional pear shaped 

diamonds. Handcrafted in pure 

platinum.

7264-030

Gorgeous diamond ring featuring 

4 GIA certified pear-shaped 

diamonds in a beautiful floral 

design with diamond pave on the 

shank.

5709-001Product Summary
(In order of shown)

Page 5
Stunning Twogether ring 

featuring 1 pear-shaped diamond 

and 1 oval diamond embracing 

each other in a micro pave bezel 

setting. Handcrafted in pure 

platinum.

5697-004

Stunning eternity band 

featuring 16 GIA certified 

emerald-cut diamonds in 

a shared prong setting. 

Handcrafted in pure platinum.

5108-003

Dazzling diamond engagement 

ring featuring a 1.91 ct. GIA 

certified radiant-cut diamond 

center embraced by tapered 

baguette diamonds in a micro 

pave setting. Handcrafted in 

pure platinum.

5250-072
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Beautiful diamond featuring a 

4.02 ct. certified shimmering 

oval cut diamond embraced by 

epaulet diamonds. Handcrafted 

in pure platinum.

0283-017

Stunning diamond eternity band 

featuring 28 round diamonds in 

a cut-down setting. Handcrafted 

in 18K Pink Gold.

0158-001

Gorgeous diamond wedding 

band featuring 5 stunning 

oval diamonds in a micro pave 

bezel setting. Handcrafted in 

platinum. 

2362-014

Page 7
Stunning diamond wedding 

band featuring fancy yellow oval 

diamonds and round diamonds 

in a shared prong setting. 

Handcrafted in 18K gold.

5840-001

Product Summary
(In order of shown)

Stunning diamond wedding 

band featuring 7 GIA certif ied 

emerald-cut diamonds in 

a shared prong setting. 

Handcrafted in pure platinum.

5309-005

Beautiful diamond wedding 

band featuring marquise and 

tapered baguette diamonds in a 

gorgeous center channel design, 

surrounded by micro pave. 

Handcrafted in pure platinum.

1937-028

Page 8

Page 6

Gorgeous diamond wedding 

band featuring 5 GIA emerald-

cut diamonds in a shared prong 

setting. Handcrafted in pure 

platinum.

5857-001Page 9
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Magnif icent sapphire and 

diamond ring featuring a 

8.45 ct. certif ied Sri Lankan 

emerald-cut sapphire embraced 

by two matching diamonds. 

Handcrafted in pure platinum.

0283-011

Page 10

Gorgeous three row diamond 

wedding band featuring square 

emerald and round diamonds 

in an alternating setting. 

Handcrafted in pure platinum.

5674-008

Dazzling diamond wedding 

band featuring oval and 

emerald-cut diamonds in an 

alternating design. Handcrafted 

in pure platinum.

5799-001

Stunning diamond wedding 

band featuring a center row of 

emerald-cut diamonds between 

two rows of oval diamonds in our 

East to West design. Handcrafted 

in pure platinum.

5731-001

Product Summary
(In order of shown) Dazzling diamond wedding 

band featuring 5 emerald-

cut diamonds in a center row 

with 2 rows of oval diamonds 

in a shared prong setting. 

Handcrafted in pure platinum.

5305-001

Gorgeous sapphire and diamond 

eternity band featuring 

emerald-cut sapphires and 

round diamonds alternating 

in a shared prong setting. 

Handcrafted in pure platinum.

5733-001

Dazzling sapphire and 

diamond bracelet featuring 

cushion-cut sapphires 

encircled by cushion-cut and 

round diamonds in a shared 

prong setting. Handcrafted in 

pure platinum.

3682-001

Page 11

Page 12
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Magnificent sapphire and 

diamond drop earrings featuring 

gorgeous pear-shaped 12.99 ctw. 

certified blue sapphires, elegantly 

suspended from sapphires. 

Handcrafted in platinum.

6093-011

Gorgeous paraiba and diamond 

ring featuring a magnificent 

10.59 ct. certified cushion-cut 

paraiba embraced by trapezoid 

diamonds in a micro pave setting. 

Handcrafted in pure platinum.

7007-107

Beautiful emerald and diamond 

ring featuring a GIA certified 

1.21 ct. cushion-cut emerald 

center edged in micro pave. 

Handcrafted in pure platinum.

1081-002

Gorgeous pink sapphire and 

diamond ring featuring a 5.06 

ct. certified shimmering oval 

pink sapphire embraced by 

epaulet diamonds. Handcrafted 

in pure platinum.

0283-012

Gorgeous ruby and diamond 

ring featuring a 4.87 ct. certified 

oval ruby embraced by half 

moon and shield diamonds. 

Handcrafted in a pure platinum.

4912-107

Page 14

Gorgeous purple sapphire ring 

featuring a 4.62 ct. CDC certified 

cushion-cut diamond center 

embraced by round and shield 

diamonds on the shank in a 

round diamond halo setting. 

Handcrafted in pure platinum.

2279-001

Product Summary
(In order of shown)

Page 13

Beautiful ruby and diamond 

band handcrafted with 5 

perfectly matched, bezel-set, 

round rubies, each encircled 

with diamond pave. Handcrafted 

in pure platinum.

2310-020Page 15

Page 12
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Stunning sapphire and diamond 

ring featuring 5.63 ct. certified 

cushion-cut sapphire embraced 

by half moon diamonds. 

Handcrafted in pure platinum.

4664-260

Beautiful Twogether ring 

featuring 2 cushion-cut 

emeralds embraced by tapered 

baguette diamonds in a micro 

pave setting. Handcrafted in 

pure platinum.

5635-003

Stunning sapphire and diamond 

ring featuring a 8.23 ct. certified 

“no-heat” oval Burma sapphire 

center encircled by oval 

diamonds with round diamonds 

on the shank. Handcrafted in 

pure platinum.

1006-001

3014-109

Product Summary
(In order of shown)

Page 16

Page 17

Page 18
Gorgeous emerald and diamond 

band featuring 3 round emerald 

and 4 round diamonds in an 

alternating design and shared 

prong setting. Handcrafted in 

pure platinum.

5417-013

Stunning emerald and diamond 

ring features an exquisite 7.38 ct. 

certified emerald-cut emerald 

center, enhanced by emerald-cut 

diamonds on the shank and set in 

micro pave. Handcrafted in pure 

platinum.

7341-013

Dazzling emerald and diamond 

ring featuring a 5.08 ct. cushion-

cut emerald center embraced 

by cushion-cut diamonds in a 

micro pave setting. Handcrafted 

in pure platinum.

7301-003

Magnificent ruby and diamond 

ring features a stunning 11.80 

ct Burmese ruby cushion 

center encircled with round 

diamonds and pave on the shank. 

Handcrafted in platinum.
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Gorgeous pink sapphire 

and diamond ring from our 

Twogether collection featuring 

2 certified emerald-cut pink 

sapphires embraced by tapered 

baguette diamonds in a micro 

pave setting. Handcrafted in 

pure platinum.

5636-015

Stunning ruby and diamond 

ring featuring a 7.02 ct. certified 

shimmering cushion-cut 

Burmese ruby embraced by 

epaulet diamonds. Handcrafted 

in pure platinum.

0283-013

Dazzling sapphire and diamond 

wedding band featuring 3 

cushion-cut sapphires and 

4 cushion-cut diamonds 

in a shared prong setting. 

Handcrafted in pure platinum.

5393-005

Magnificent sapphire and 

diamond ring featuring a 6.57 

ct. GIA certified “no-heat” 

cushion-cut sapphire embraced 

by tapered baguette and half 

moon diamonds. Handcrafted 

in platinum.

2347-034

Product Summary
(In order of shown)

Page 15

Stunning pink sapphire and 

diamond pendant featuring a 

2.47 ct. round pink sapphire 

encircled by round diamonds. 

Handcrafted in pure platinum.

0129-003

Gorgeous pink sapphire and 

diamond bracelet featuring 

round sapphires and round 

diamonds in a shared prong 

setting. Handcrafted in pure 

platinum.

1067-005

Page 19

Page 20

Page 18
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Stunning diamond pendant 

featuring a 0.77 ct. GIA certified 

marquise diamond center 

surrounded and hung by tapered 

baguette and round diamonds. 

Handcrafted in pure platinum.

7313-018

Product Summary
(In order of shown)

Page 21

Stunning fancy yellow diamond 

pendant featuring a GIA 

certified 3.20 ct. oval cut fancy 

yellow diamond center encircled 

by oval diamonds and hung by a 

round diamond. Handcrafted in 

platinum and 18KY gold.

2366-011

Dazzling sapphire and diamond 

necklace featuring 36.10 ctw. of 

cushion-cut sapphires embraced 

by round, cushion-cut and 

straight baguette diamonds. 

Handcrafted in pure platinum.

5781-001

Stunning diamond pendant 

featuring a 2.03 ct. GIA certified 

emerald-cut diamond center 

encircled by round and oval 

diamonds. Handcrafted in pure 

platinum.

1647-006

Dazzling diamond bracelet 

featuring pear-shaped and 

round diamonds in a beautiful 

floral design. Handcrafted in 

pure platinum.

3672-001

Page 22

Page 23

Gorgeous diamond bangle 

featuring 21 beautifully 

matched emerald-cut diamonds 

in a shared prong setting. 

Handcrafted in 18KY gold.

1967-005Page 24
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Dazzling paraiba and 

diamond bracelet featuring 

12.04 carats of oval paraibas 

encircled by round 

diamonds in a beautiful 

setting. Handcrafted in pure 

platinum.

3685-001

Dazzling diamond bracelet 

featuring pear-shaped 

and round diamonds in a 

beautiful floral like design. 

Handcrafted in a shared 

prong platinum setting.

5818-001

Product Summary
(In order of shown)

Dazzling diamond bracelet 

pear-shaped and round 

diamonds in a beautiful floral 

design. Handcrafted in a pure 

platinum and shared prong 

setting. 

3678-001

Gorgeous bracelet featuring 

oval paraibas alternating 

between pear shaped and 

round diamonds. Handcrafted 

in pure platinum.

3676-001

Page 25

Page 26

Page 24
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Gorgeous diamond hoop 

earrings featuring round 

fancy yellow diamonds 

in a cut-down setting. 

Handcrafted in 18KY gold. 

2097-002

Gorgeous fancy yellow 

diamond studs featuring 2 GIA 

certified fancy yellow cushion-

cut fancy yellow diamonds 

edged in fancy yellow round 

diamond pave. Handcrafted in 

18KY gold.

2745-053

Page 27
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Product Summary
(In order of shown)

Dazzling paraiba and diamond 

drop earrings featuring 2 

cushion-cut paraibas and 2 

round certified diamonds. 

Handcrafted in pure platinum.

1199-072
Magnificent diamond 

chandelier earrings featuring 

pear-shaped, marquise 

and round diamonds. 

Handcrafted in pure 

platinum.

5659-001

Page 28

Dazzling diamond stud 

earrings featuring 2 princess-

cut center diamonds encircled 

by oval and round diamonds. 

Handcrafted in pure platinum.

1647-003

Page 27

Gorgeous diamond stud 

earrings featuring pear 

shape and round diamonds 

in a beautiful floral design. 

Handcrafted in pure 

platinum.

5792-001
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NEW YORK


